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Abstract
One of the most important applications of number theory (and some would say its only application)
is to the art of keeping secrets. Because of the popularity of the internet to send private information (e.g.
credit card numbers when buying something online), keeping this information private has become a very
important issue. It is surprising how simple the mathematics is behind the most popular (and secure?)
encryption schemes, and how the age of modern cryptography was born from a few clever applications of
these simple ideas. Your project should explain how some of the most popular encryption schemes work,
and analyze their security (both in terms of general time estimates, and special situations/keys to avoid).
This will lead you to think about the problems of factoring numbers, finding logarithms mod p, and the
basics of elliptic curves. [3-5]

Good general references for the arithmetic of elliptic curves are [5], [7]. The topics of factoring and
primality testing are the focus of the 2 books [3] and [9], though [9] this is not currently in the Duke library.
These are also discussed in [4, Chapter VIII], [5, pp107-118 for ranks for some CM curves, pp148–150 for Zp
points for some CM curves], [7, pp89–98 for some explicit examples, and especially pp125–138 of Chapter IV
for an elliptic curve factoring algorithm]. See also [2, Part III]. An easy computer language to do arbitrary
precision integer arithmetic is PYTHON, and some simpl examples are described in [1]. There is also another
slightly less friendly program [8] designed specifically for number theory/Elliptic curve computation. Both
programs are freely available. There are lots of general crypto refrerences online. One ”standard” refrence is
[6], but there are lots of others. The PGP documentation is particularly friendly.
The following is a rough outline which may be useful in thinking about/organizing your project. If you
have any questions about your project and/or readings, feel free to let me know, and we can setup a time to
talk about it. Have Fun! =)
1. Differences between Symmetric/Public key cryptosystems
2. Arithmetic in Zp and Zpq
3. Fast algorithms for exponentiation and inverses
4. RSA and factoring
5. Diffie-Hellman secret sharing, El Gamal, and discrete logarithms
6. Digital signatures, hash functions, and secret splitting
7. One-time pads and Shannon’s theorem
8. PGP and GPG software implementations
9. Cryptanalysis and time estimates
10. Comments about Elliptic Curves and Cryptography
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